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Population Statistics

US Population

• 309 million total

• 37.3 median age

Credit Union Population

• 100 million*

• 47 average age



Millennial Attitudes

• 1 in 4 Americans

• Different definition of “success” 
and “happiness”

• Different life priorities

• Lack of loyalty

• Different attitude toward debt



Shifts in Employment

Manufacturing accounts 
for less than half the jobs 
it did in 1970



Marital Status

More heads of household in less 
than three years, which means 
single income borrowers.



Homeownership

New ATR rule and sluggish job 
growth exacerbates this trend.  
No job, no mortgage.



Loan Demand



The Rise of the Invisibles

• CFPB study found:
• 26 million adults have NO CREDIT 

HISTORY or SCORE

• 19 million adults have THIN 
HISTORIES

• That’s 10% of the country, and 
probably 10% of your field of 
membership

• In low income neighborhoods, it 
jumps to one-third!



What’s it all mean?

Younger consumers 
+ Shifts in employment
+ Delayed marriage
+ Underemployment
+ Delayed major purchases
+ Changing attitudes toward debt

Traditional credit union business model at risk.
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Implications

• Traditional loan growth strategies 
may not be as effective
• Real estate

• Consumer attitudes

• Member relationships will change
• Lower balances

• Less loyalty

• Traditional fee income drivers may 
not be tolerated
• Consumer attitudes

• Regulation



In the News

• “Pundits Mull End for Brick & Mortar” – CU Times
• 30% of Americans haven’t visited a branch in a year

• Younger visit more than older

• “After Years of Growth, Banks are Pruning Their Branches” = WSJ
• 2,267 branches closed in 2012 down to 93,000 total branches

• Estimated to be down to 80,000 over the next decade

• “Millennials and the Mobile Wallet” – CU Times
• 75% of Millennials are more excited about financial services through Apple, 

Amazon, and Google than their own banks



Adoption Rates - Perspective



Statistics - Smartphones

• 80% of Americans have 
smartphones
• 86% of Millennials

• 38% of Americans NEVER 
disconnect

• Millennials check their smart 
phone 43 times a day

• Minorities and higher wage 
consumers are more likely to utilize 
mobile banking

• Mobile banking usage increases 
steadily



Statistics - Underbanked

• 10% of American consumers are unbanked
• No savings or checking account
• 30% of these consumers have smartphones

• 20% of American consumers are underbanked
• 50% of these consumers have smartphones

• 49% of underbanked consumers report using 
mobile banking in the past 12 months

• According to an FDIC survey in 2011, the 
underbanked typically use the following at 
least once per year:
• Payday loan
• Pawn shop
• Rent-to-own
• Check cashing outlet
• Refund anticipation loan
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Technology advancements
+ Accelerated adoption rates
+ Demographic changes
+ Consumer expectations
+ Increased mobility
+ Increased competition

An improved virtual delivery strategy that enhances the 
value proposition
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Implications

• Virtual delivery necessary to 
supplement retail delivery

• Rapidly changing expectations

• New competition which may cut 
out traditional financial services 
entirely



The Value Proposition
Attribute Definition Challenge in Virtual

Value Superior financial impact 
through competitive rates 

and fees

Technology investments 
can affect earnings in the 

short-term

Access & 
Convenience

The ability to manage my 
money where, when, and 

how I desire

Managing the credit 
union’s ability to align with 

ever shifting consumer 
expectations

Service Personal, timely, and 
relevant to my life

Retention of the human 
element of the relationship 
between the credit union 

and the member

Peace of Mind Accuracy, reliability, 
security

Increased potential (real or 
perceived) of breaches, 

identity theft, etc.



So here we are…

• Changing demographics

• Changing attitudes

• Increased competition

• Changing expectations

• The shrinking financial services 
world

• Increased regulatory scrutiny

• Louder cries for scale



In the beginning…

• Alphonse Desjardins was a court reporter 
who became familiar with how loan sharks 
exploited those of modest means

• Credit unions chartered to provide low-cost 
credit to consumers who shared a common 
bond

• Deep focus on the cooperative nature of 
the credit union, including the not-for 
profit, one member one vote, volunteer 
leadership nature

• Expansion of products & services in 
response to changing consumer demands



…and now…

• The number of credit unions 
continues to shrink
• Mergers and conservatorship

• The average asset size of credit unions 
grows exponentially every year

• Increased competition, even from 
non-traditional players combines with 
ever changing consumer expectations

• Regulatory scrutiny will never be 
easier/better than it is right now (It’s 
only getting worse)

• Does the NCUA care?
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At the current rate…

• Over the past five years the number of credit unions has decreased 
3.9% every year

• In the last 12 months, 232 merged credit unions
• Average assets $25 million; Median assets $7.5 million

• At the current pace there will be less than 5,000 credit unions in 2020

Will your credit union be one of them?



Leverage Credit Union Principles
• Membership exclusivity; non-discriminatory 

service

• Democratically controlled

• Innovative products and services designed to 
help those who need it the most

• Ongoing education to empower consumers

• Social responsibility



Facing the Challenges
• Engaging a younger audience

• Millennial strategy

• Traditional model may become inadequate
• Real estate loan growth
• Smaller consumer loans; lower credit and income

• Expanding competition
• Consumer excitement about non-traditional competition
• Low loyalty

• Service delivery
• Listen!
• Expanding expectations and demands
• Accelerated adoption rates
• Increased cost



Millennial Strategy

• Understand the new generation
• Who are you serving? Who should 

you be serving?

• Respect the new generation
• Overcome your own 

misconceptions

• Appeal to the new generation
• Use professionals for branding and 

marketing

• The cooperative model 
resonates with young Americans



Credit Union Resonance with Millennials

Younger Consumer Preference Credit Unions Banks

Not-for-Profit

Cooperative Ownership

Local Decision Making

Local Concentration

Common Bond / Affinity

Democratic Control

Volunteer Board of Directors

Higher Savings Rates

Lower Loan Rates

Lower and Fewer Fees

X
X

X

X
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X

X

X
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Changing the Model
• Focus on serving the members of the future

• Lower income (service industry)
• Consumer loan demand
• Limited or poor credit
• Smaller amounts

• Creative loan origination programs
• Indirect refinance programs

• Riskier paper drives yield higher
• Mitigate through education 

• Educate through objective-based selling techniques
• Empower the member to make good choices



Cut Off the Competition
• Rebuild and energize relationships with all sponsors and select groups

• Establish executive champion in the sponsor

• Become a true business partner

• Report to them regularly

• Once established eligibility, now single best competitive advantage

• Is community chartering really the answer?

• Members associate benefits of credit union with the affinity relationship

• Younger consumers seek counsel from respected advisors (parents and employers)

• The best way to build loyalty and reach consumers



Service Delivery
• LISTEN! – Evaluate and enhance your surveys to gather actionable 

feedback
• Multi-dimensional components including Member Effort

• Establish your credit union’s virtual delivery strategy

• Make wise investments to fill gaps according to your strategy

• Cooperate and/or participate with other credit unions to gain 
advantage

Shameless Plug!



Write it down!

• Committing your vision to paper 
creates a tangible touchstone for 
the organization

• It forces management to be 
more thoughtful

• It helps managers create tactics 
that apply directly to the 
objectives



The Credit Union Opportunity
• Return to our roots

• The cooperative business model resonates with younger Americans
• Not-for-profit cooperative; Local control; local impact

• Credit unions will need to focus more on consumer loans
• Embrace “smart debt” for mid- and low-credit borrowers

• Become the member advocate
• Objective-based sales programs designed to empower members
• Gauge success by interest saved for members

• Credit unions will need to double-down on their value proposition to 
members
• Management of risk



How Can Directors Help?
• Keep an open mind

• Hire the right people

• Listen to the members

• Approve investments

• Get engaged in business development

• Demand performance

• Be accountable



Contact Information

Jim Kasch
jkasch@canidaeconsulting.com
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